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Why Threat Hunting is Essential to
Your Cybersecurity Strategy

L

et’s assume your security operations are humming - you are on top of every
advisory and alert, addressing every vulnerability, shutting down and cleaning
up every incident. But what are you doing about those things you don’t know
about? How do you find the threats that your security infrastructure doesn’t pick up?
How do you look for what you might be missing? The short answer is with a threat
hunting program.
Threat hunting proactively searches through your networks, endpoints, and datasets
looking for malicious, suspicious, or risky activity that has not been detected by your
security infrastructure. Not only does it help you uncover the unknown, it creates
discipline around your threat investigations and security operations, which ultimately
improves the speed and effectiveness of all your activities.
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A SANS survey found that “60% of those who hunt for threats reported measurable
improvements in their InfoSec programs based on their hunting efforts, and 91%
reported improvements in speed and accuracy of response.” Despite all the potential
benefits, most organizations take a “check-box” approach to threat hunting, doing
only the minimum to meet standards and compliance requirements. Most do not fully
commit to the program, or realize all the results, because they simply don’t have the
resources or expertise.

Standing Up An Effective Threat Hunting Program
There are 5 elements required to stand up a successful threat hunting program:
1. Complete Visibility Into All Security Data
2. Experienced Team with Organizational Knowledge
3. Arsenal of Hunt Hypotheses
4. Threat Hunting Program Strategy
5. Autonomous (Not Just Automated) Tools
This ebook details what each element entails and how it can be realistically attained
- without burdening your already overwhelmed security analysts or breaking the
bank.
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1. Complete Visibility Into All
Security Data
All Data Is Important
The whole point of threat hunting is to figure out what you don’t know. This means
you need to look at everything - if you aren’t looking at all your data, something will
be missed. You need endpoint data, network data, and any other datasets you can
get your hands on, including whatever you can pull from your public cloud provider,
to build out a complete picture and sequence of the threat activity you uncover.

Figure 1: The layers of data needed for threat hunting
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Endpoint data

Network data

Log data

Cloud data

The foundation for any
threat hunting program,
endpoint data provides
critical event information
from laptops, desktops,
servers, and other
endpoints in your
environment. Endpoint
data offers the highest
fidelity telemetry, which
helps you tie together
and validate information
from other sources.

Provides context that
helps you track and
understand adversary
behavior. While endpoint
data collects network
connection tuples, the
additional metadata
collected by network
solutions provides details
on the north-south traffic
and lateral movements
of attackers. Connection,
protocol, and data
movement patterns can
be used to uncover
command and control
(C2) behavior, data
exfiltration, malware
downloads, among other
things.

Gives you specifics on
attack tactics and
impacts.

Helps you track activity
in your extended
environment and link
infiltrations to ensure the
full extent of a threat is
documented and
addressed.

For example, if you find
out your credit card
information has been
compromised, endpoint
data will tell you which
user and which device
accessed the credit card
server, whether
credentials were
compromised, what type
of connection was used
(e.g., remote desktop,
powershell remoting,
etc.) and what was done
with the information.

Network data will tell
you the route the
attacker took to
compromise your credit
card information and
what happened before
and after the database
server was accessed
(e.g., whether multiple
attempts to discover the
server were made, what
connections were made
from the server, etc.)

Logs will tell you exactly
what happened, when,
and even by whom. For
example, database logs
will tell you what was
done on the server that
holds your credit card
information - which
records were
accessed/changed/exfil
trated.

Cloud logs will tell you
whether the credit card
compromise affected
any of your cloud
environments.

Types of endpoint data
include details on
process creation and
exits, endpoint operating
system connectivity, file
activity, registry activity,
library loads, and
network connections.

Types of network data
include firewall logs,
NSX DFW logs, packet
capture tool information,
proxy logs, and DNS
logs.

Types of data include
application logs,
database logs,
webserver logs - Nginx,
Apache, IIS servers.

Types of cloud log data
include AWS Cloud Trail,
Cloud Watch, Azure
audit events, and Azure
security events.

Realistically, we’re talking about petabytes, terabytes of data, which is impossible for
humans - even teams of humans - to keep track of. Therefore, it’s imperative that your
data be easily accessible and searchable. This will likely require a machine
learning/artificial intelligence (ML/AI) engine that can automate the collection and
indexing of your data, so it can be used to connect all the dots.
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2. Experienced Team with

Organizational Knowledge

Knowledge And Experience Is The Key To Success
Knowing how to spot a true threat comes from experience. The more experience with
threat hunting you have, the better and faster you are at finding and following the trail
of an attacker and uncovering every aspect of an attack. You can jumpstart your
experience by familiarizing yourself with attack methodologies and tactics, as well as
adversary behaviors. There are a variety of resources available that can help you get
this knowledge, such as:
● The MITRE ATT&CK® Framework: “a globally-accessible knowledge base of
adversary tactics and techniques based on real-world observations” that help
you understand attack stages and methodologies.
● SANS Trainings: skills development courses that give you practical knowledge
you can apply to threat hunting, such as this course on “Advanced Incident
Response, Threat Hunting, and Digital Forensics”.
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● Breach Reports: source for information on the latest attacks. These reports,
such as The DIFR Report, document real-world threats, describing in detail
their tactics, so you know what to look for in your environment.
Given the nature of threat hunting, a good working knowledge of different operating
systems, data mining tools, and productivity hacks are a must. For example, it takes a
lot of data wrangling to find the footprints of an attacker, so some knowledge of
scripting, programming, and machine learning is critical to be able to iteratively search
and narrow down information to get to the real threat, which may end up being a very
subtle and small footprint. At a tactical level, basic Python skills are useful, as Python
is increasingly the preferred language of many security teams and Python ML libraries
useful when trying to mine terabytes of data.
Being able to capture and codify the experience of your team so that you 1) don’t
need to rely on any individual analyst; and 2) don’t lose steam if a particular analyst
isn’t available (or leaves), will help you sustain your program and achieve more
consistent results. This may require deploying a solution capable of documenting and
repeating the successful activities of your team, so organizational knowledge and
experience is never lost.
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3. Arsenal of Hunt Hypotheses

Every Good Threat Hunting Program Is Backed By An
Arsenal Of Good Hunt Hypotheses
When it comes to threat hunting, you can’t just throw your net out and see what you
catch. You need a starting point - something specific you can look for that is most
likely connected to or will lead you to a threat. We refer to these as hunt hypotheses;
an educated guess, based on past experience, a breach report, the MITRE ATT&CK
framework, or any other lead you may have that helps you figure out where to start
and what to look for.
For example, you may try to find:
● Attack behavior: using known attack methodologies and techniques (which
may have been documented in the MITRE framework or a breach report) to
uncover discovery activity, lateral movement, privilege escalation, living off the
land tactics, binary usage, communications to suspicious domains/IP
addresses, new binaries/applications, which could be part of an attack.
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● Anomalies: using techniques like clustering, classification, stacking, machine
learning, and anomaly detection to find changes in frequency, time, rate, etc.
applied to a particular user, device, domain, tool, IP address, etc., which can
reveal anomalous behavior indicative of a threat.
● Known threats: using historical data (signatures/patterns/malware hashes) of
known attacks to find known threats.
Some things are harder to look for than others. The Pyramid of Pain (see below)
illustrates how difficult it is to identify certain indicators to prove a threat hypothesis.
The bottom of the pyramid represents things that are easy to look for and identify,
like known bad hash values, IP addresses, and domain names. These are things that
when you see them, you know you’ve found a threat. The higher up you go, however,
the harder it is. The top of the pyramid is really where your threat hunting program
needs to focus. It’s where an arsenal of solid hunt hypotheses will help you
systematically uncover some of the most obscure attack tactics - and build your
proficiency.

Pyramid of Pain

The more hypotheses you have, the more you can look for, and the more you can
potentially find. Of course, this necessitates being able to run all these hypotheses on a regular basis - across your environment, using an automated, AI/ML-based
engine that can keep up and scale with your needs.
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4. Threat Hunting

Program Strategy

Success Starts With A Plan
Benjamin Franklin famously said, “By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.” This
holds true for your threat hunting program. If you are simply implementing a program
to check the box in support of compliance, you will not see the speed, efficiency, and
security gains that a true threat hunting program can deliver across your operations.
The more planning and dedication you put into building a robust program, the more
you will benefit from your efforts. This takes creating a plan with:
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Clear Objectives
● Establish, in a measurable way, exactly what you want your threat hunting
program to accomplish
● Understand the risk profile of your organization - what do you have to lose,
what do you need to protect? These are the areas that attackers are going to
target, so these are the areas you need to be ready to handle whatever they
may try.

Execution Capabilities
● Identify the resources you will need to accomplish your objectives - commit
time and people to proactive threat hunting
● Identify relevant hunt hypotheses - focus on those indicators that are most
elusive (e.g., TTPs) and most relevant for protecting your high value assets and iterate over each hypotheses to continuously increase its effectiveness
● Investigate the results across all your data sources
● Document findings to support consistent results and ongoing enhancements

Reporting
● Track and report out on findings, so information can be used to improve overall
security operations
● Automate hunts to be done repeatedly later
● Identify gaps in detection, if any, and plug the holes
○ Generate threat intelligence for future huts
○ Identify improvements to the process
As with almost everything in cybersecurity, threat hunting is a journey, not a
destination, so be prepared to revisit your plans, tweak your execution, and adjust
your reporting to meet your needs as they evolve. A platform that can help you both
codify and innovate around your program can help you achieve your extended threat
hunting goals.
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5. Autonomous (Not Just
Automated) Tools

The Right Tools Can Make All The Difference
Uncovering behavior that attackers are trying to hide, and pinpointing the information
that is meaningful is becoming more and more difficult. And the reality for most
security teams is that the onus is squarely on the shoulders of your analysts, who are
often under-resourced and overwhelmed, to make the connections and fill in gaps of
what an attacker is doing - or has already done.
Manual, time-consuming investigative processes aren’t going to cut it - it’s too easy
to miss something or introduce errors, and it’s impossible to keep up with the pace of
today’s business and attack activity. Analysts need tools that can:
● Find key information buried in all the data across your organization and see
where it leads through automated, iterative investigations.
● Understand the relationship of individual events to other activities, enterprisewide, to accurately characterize their reach and significance.
● Go back in time and trace all the movements of an attacker throughout the
environment, so nothing is missed.
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This requires autonomous solutions, purpose-built to perform sophisticated threat
hunts across all your data to uncover the activity that you need to address to protect
your assets and operations.

Automated Is Not Autonomous
Automating investigation workflows so they can be done faster certainly helps, but it
does not deliver the same aid and efficiency as autonomously running complete
investigations. It’s the difference between someone making it faster for you to get
responses to iterative questions versus someone handing you the final answer. You
need a solution that can quickly and easily give you the answers you are looking for
about the threats in your environment.

IT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SOMEONE MAKING IT FASTER FOR YOU
TO GET RESPONSES TO ITERATIVE QUESTIONS VERSUS SOMEONE
HANDING YOU THE FINAL ANSWER.

Effective Threat Hunting Is Attainable
Most organizations find it difficult to attain all the elements required to launch a
successful threat hunting program, particularly given the critical shortage of cybersecurity talent that shows no signs of ending.
But with an autonomous threat hunting platform, you can:
● Exponentially boost analyst productivity
● Conduct hundreds/thousands of hunts every day and respond quickly and
thoroughly to attack activity
● Eliminate time-consuming investigative and threat hunting processes; and
● Stand up a highly-effective threat hunting program in a matter of minutes
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About Kognos

Kognos, the pioneer of autonomous threat hunting, runs investigations and hunts for
threats as an analyst would - from start to finish - delivering complete attack stories
in minutes that document everything.
Kognos seamlessly integrates with a multitude of EDR, SIEM, NDR and Threat Intel
sources, including Carbon Black, CrowdStrike and SentinelOne.

For more information on how Kognos can help you establish and maintain
a proactive threat hunting program, please visit www.kognos.io or
contact us by email at info@kognos.io.
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